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preserved by Just (i.e. fair) Maulas in each successive generation
who follow the moderate path--they remove the corrupt changes
made by the ignorant, the deceitful alterations made by its enemies,
and the false interpretations put forward by the exaggerators” (yahmilu hazal-‘ilma min kulli khalafin ‘udulahu yanfun ‘anha tahrifaljahileen wantihaalal-mubtileen wa ta’wilal-ghaleen). Our Just Maula
today is our Dai, Syedna Qutbuddin. He guides us to the middle path
in our faith and aqeeda and guides us to strike the correct balance

in our life between deen and dunya.
May Allah Ta’ala grant us the tawfeeq and inspiration to follow the middle path by following the Imams and Du’aat. May we
always strive the correct balance in our lives between deen and
dunya, while prioritizing deen. May Allah Ta’ala grant longest life
in full health to Syedna Qutbuddin TUS, the personification of the
middle path (ummatan wasata).

Legal Update

Court Hearings on 22nd April & 2nd May
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin TUS, the Plaintiff in the Declaratory Suit filed in the Bombay High Court, will appear in the
Honorable High Court for his testimony on the 22nd of April 2016
(16th Rajab 1437H) and the 2nd of May 2016 (26th Rajab 1437H)
inshaallah.
An article was published in the Times of India about the new
court dates. A copy of the article is published on FatemiDawat.com

Hikaayat

Foxes and the Wolf
Hikaayat (lit. stories) refers to the morals and fables that are
presented in the books of Da’wat. Many of these Hikaayat are
presented in the Rasail of Ikhwanus Safa. The morals presented
in these stories often highlight the transience of this world and
the importance of the goodness of character. We are pleased to
present a selection of these Hikaayats on Fatemidawat.com.
Below is an excerpt from the hikayat presented this week,
which ends with the adage, “there is a bigger calamity for every
calamity.”

It was said in an Indian parable that foxes went out looking for
something to eat, and they saw a dead camel. They were pleased and
said, “We have found something we can live on for a very long time,
but we fear that we might beat each other up [over it]. We should not
let the strong among us overcome the weak. We should assign someone who is stronger than us to divide up this blessing, so he may give
each one of us what is due to him, and he can take for himself what
is due to each one of us.” They agreed on that.
As they were saying this, a wolf passed by. They said, “This is a
wolf that has come to us, and he is strong and trustworthy. His father
was a king a long time ago, and he treated us well. He supported us,
so we are satisfied with [his son].”
They spoke to the wolf and made him this offer, and he
responded after thinking it over and he said to them, “You will find
what will please you.” He took up their matter and he divided some
of [the camel] that day justly.
When night came, the wolf thought to himself, “Dividing up
this camel for these foxes is a matter of weakness and triviality. I
should not do that because I possess strength, and they do not. This
is a livelihood that God led me to, and he chose me to have it. So
what compels me to feed it to them, when God will allot another for
them, and I could save it for myself?”
To read the full translation visit FatemiDawat.com. The translation of this hikayat is by Dr. Shatha Almutawa.

News and Events

Syedna TUS Qadambosi Bethak
On Sunday 28th Jamadil Ula (6th March), the Gregorian
birthdate of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA (101st birthday by the Gregorian calendar), qadambosi bethak was held in

Syedna’s residence in Bakesrfield, California. Mumineen from
Bakersfield and elsewhere in the United States were fortunate to
do qadambosi and araz to Syedna TUS.
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Nazaraat

Syedna Burhanuddin’s Last Ashara
In the year 1432H, all Mumineen in Aalam-e-Imaan celebrated the grand occasion of beloved Burhanuddin Aqa RA’s 100th
Milad Mubarak. This mubarak year was inaugurated by Syedna
Burhanuddin with the blessed zikr of Imam Husain SA during
Ashara Mubaraka in Mumbai. No one imagined that this would
be the very last Ashara during which Syedna Burhanuddin would
deliver his blessed sermons. As was the practice of Syedna Taher
Saifuddin RA with his Mazoon and Mansoos Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin, Syedna Burhanuddin would similarly send his Mazoon and Mansoos Qutbuddin Maula TUS to various cities around
the world to deliver sermons. This year however, Burhanuddin Aqa
gave farman to Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin to remain with him in
Mumbai. He then deputed Qutbuddin Maula to lead imamat namaz
on pehli raat, the 1st night of this year, and thereafter everyday
throughout Ashara immediately after he would complete waaz
mubarak. Burhanuddin Aqa also deputed Qutbuddin Maula to lead
Maghrib Isha namaz everyday, including on the mubarak night
of Ashura. On the mubarak day of Ashura, Syedna Burhanuddin
charged Syedna Qutbuddin with reciting the doa and taking vasila.
Click here to view the video of Syedna Qutbuddin giving niyyat of namaz for tulul umr of Dai-Zaman on Yaume-Ashura from
the qibla of Ghurratul Masajid Saifee Masjid, Mumbai.
Click here to view the video that captures the holy occasion of Burhanuddin Aqa’s Imami shahi salaami after completion
of waaz during Ashara Mubaraka 1432H. The noorani manzar of
Burhanuddin Aqa bestowing nazaraat and salaami to his Mazoon
and Mansoos can also be seen.

Qutbuddin Maula takes vasila mubaraka on Yaume-Ashura

May Allah Ta’ala give Afdalul Jaza to our Mola and Mun’im
Burhanuddin Aqa in Jannat-e-Firdaws, and bestow longest life
till Qiyamat to his waaris, who is today our Maula and Mun’im,
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin.

Sijill Volume Two

An E-Book of Sijills 51 to 100
We are pleased to present the second volume of Sijill: the
Weekly Newsletter of FatemiDawat.com. This volume contains

issues 51 - 100, and it corresponds to the second year of the 53rd
Dai-l-Mutlaq, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s TUS tenure as Dai.
This volume covers one lunar year, a full Misri calendar year from
Imamuz-Zaman SA Milad in 1436H to Imamuz-Zaman SA Milad in
1437H, 3rd Rabiul Aakhar 1436H to 29th Rabiul Awwal 1437H - a
total of 50 weeks. It chronicles the major events, directives and
teachings of Syedna Qutbuddin’s Fatemi Dawat. Sijill attempts to
engage mumineen spiritually through understanding of our philosophy and prayers, and socially by connecting mumineen to each
other and the current events of Daiz Zaman.
The issues of this volume were published during a historic
period in Dawat. This year saw the beginning of the final hearing
of the declaratory suit filed by Syedna in the Bombay High Court
and Syedna Qutbuddin’s cross examination. The year was also the
year of significant outreach to mumineen as well as other dignitaries and officials, such as Syedna’s meeting with the President of
India in New Delhi. However most importantly, Sijill has presented
to Mumineen all over the world, with the utmost humility and
respect, the bayaans and messages of Syedna Qutbuddin, especially during the mubarak months of Shehrullah al-Mu’azzam and
Ashara
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Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Fatemi Madrasa
Community Service Report 1437H
Click here to read more

Syedna’s Bayaan Excerpt
79th Milad Mubarak Bayaan
Click here to read more

1437H Hijri Calendar
Click here to read more

This Newsletter
This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Qutbuddin’s office and will be published in
Dawat-ni-zaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on fatemidawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com
Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery.
The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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